For our international client in Cologne we are currently looking for a

**Technical Support Engineer – French speaking**

Our client is offering you the unique opportunity to develop an exciting career in a challenging technical and scientific international environment. At the beginning you will participate in their “Early-in-Career” program. You will join a Team of young talented engineers in the Center of Excellence in Germany (Cologne), where you will learn many different applications and new technologies. Comprehensive on-the-job training and achievement of the next level of expertise opens up various career options for you in their company. Depending on your expertise, mobility, interests and ambitions you could continue your career as an Application Engineer or as a Sales/Account Manager to support our European Sales Organization, most likely back in France.

**Your main tasks will be:**
Solve customer enquiries related to all kinds of applications where test instruments are being used in the electronic industry and provide support and consultancy to the customers:

- to operate their equipment and do measurements
- to test the performance of the products and components
- to process service requests with upgrades and software installations
- to develop their own programs
- to find solutions of various measurement problems and solve challenging tasks
- train customers European wide

**What we expect from you:**
- Technical Degree e.g. Electronic Engineering or similar field with good knowledge of Test & Measurement, RF or Telecommunication
- Enthusiasm to Test and Measurement world
- Interest in latest technical evolutions and applications (standards for High Speed Serial Databusses, e.g. USB 3.0, HDMI, SATA, PCI Express, 10GB-KR etc.), wireless communication, Radar, optical data communication as 100GBE/400GBE, TDR, etc.
- Knowledge of Programming languages (i.e. Matlab, Labview)
- Willingness to work with customers
- Good communication and presentation skills
- Ability to work independently and with little supervision
- Flexibility and mobility
- Readiness to work in the international environment
- Fluency in French and English, German is not a must (but will be appreciated)

If you are interested in this opportunity please send me your English CV:

Meike Luiz  
meike@approachpeople.com